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Abstract
A lot of beamline equipments was upgraded or added
for the g2p experiment which ran in spring of 2012 at Jefferson Lab using a polarized N H3 target and the CEBAF polarized high luminosity continue wave electron
beam. In addition to the fast raster system, a slow raster
was installed for the first time in Hall A to minimize
radiation damage to the target material. Two chicane
dipole magnets were installed to offset the transverse
magnet target field and bend the beam to the target position with minimum out of plane angle. Two antenna
BPMs were used to measure the beam position and angle at the target. A new BPM receiver was designed
and built to operate with the low current required by
this experiment. Two new super harps were installed for
calibrating the BPMs. In order to achieve the required
accuracy, a new method was developed to calibrate the
BPMs and reconstruct the beam position event by event
at the target.
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Overview

The g1 and g2 structure functions are extremely important in
the study of the nucleon spin structure. However, high-accuracy
experimental results for the proton’s g2 structure function are
lacking. Accurate measurements of the g2 structure function
2

will not only improve the accuracy of g1 , but will give a clearer
picture of the quark-gluon interactions[1]. Jeffereson Lab’s CEBAF accelerator provides a very good platform and has been
at the forefront of studying the nucleon spin-dependent structure functions over a wide kinematic range. The g2p experiment took the inclusive measurement of proton spin-dependent
cross section in order to get the g2p structure function in the
Q2 ∼ 0.02 − 0.4GeV 2 resonance region. The purpose of this
work is to determine the beam position event by event at the
target. Due to the requirements of the experiment, additional
measurements and reconstruction of the beam position at the
target are required.The equipment used for measuring the beam
position are shown in figure 1. For the Hall A coordinate system, the z-axis is in the direction of the beam.

1.1

Low beam current limit

The g2p experiment used a polarized ammonia(N H3 ) target cooled
down to 1K. The polarization of the N H3 target is sensitive to
temperature, the spin-relaxation time will reduce sharply from
300min to 10min when the temperature rises from 1K to 2K
[2]. Higher beam currents will cause the temperature of the
material to rise which will reduce the polarization. Also, the
radiation caused by the beam will generate additional radicals
in the polarized target material that have a different g-factor.
This will reduce the nucleon relaxation time which will cause the
nucleon polarization to decrease [3].The beam current was limited around 50nA during experiments for the reasons described
above.
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Figure 1: beamline for g2p experiment
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1.2

The transverse magnet field effect in target region

The solid ammonia target material was polarized in 2.5/5T
transverse magnetic field, causing the beam to be deflected
downward. In order to offset the bending effect, two chicane
dipole magnets were installed about 1 meter upstream of the
target as seen in figure 1(id 7).

1.3

Beam position

Two beam position monitors were installed upstream of the target and downstream of the chicane magnets in order to measure
the beam position and angle. The low current limit required by
the experiment was a huge challenge for the beamline design.
Due to limited space between the second chicane magnet and
the target(<1m), it was not possible to use a cavity monitor,
which can detect much smaller current [4]. Also, because of
the voltage sensitivity compared with the stripline BPM, two
M15 antenna BPMs were installed(Figure 1,id 8). A new BPM
receiver was designed by the JLab engineering group [5] in order to achieve about 0.2mm resolution with a beam current at
50nA. The BPM is a non-invasive device and has to be calibrated. Two harps were installed, which use invasive methods
to measure the absolute beam position, which can be used to
calibrate the BPMs. One harp is installed between the BPMs,
and the other was installed upstream of the first chicane, due to
limited space between the second chicane magnet and target.
The BPM receiver’s output signal was connected to the g2p
data acquisition(DAQ) system in order to record the beam position information for each event together with the detector sig-
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nal(Figure 9). Due to the large number of beam excited radiations near the target region that result in a noisy signal in
the BPM receiver, further offline analysis is necessary for the
BPM signal. The antenna BPM has a non-linear effect when
the beam is not centered on the BPM chamber, so a method
is needed to offset this effect. The low pass filter in the BPM
receiver was set to a low value(175Hz) in order to improve the
signal to noise ratio at low current. For the reasons above, the
BPM information can only be used to determine the average
beam position for the data acquisition rate at 6kHz level.

1.4

Raster

In order to minimize the depolarization of the target material
and reduce radiation damage, also for less systematic error for
the NMR target polarization measurement, two raster systems
were installed 17m upstream of the target(Figure 1,id 2 for fast
raster and 3 for slow raster). The fast raster spreads the beam
into a square shape of ~2mm diameter, while the slow raster further spreads out the beam to a circle with a diameter of ~2cm.
When combined, the rastered beam has a diameter of ~2.2cm,
spread evenly over the face of the 2.5cm diameter target(Figure
2).
To get the position event by event, the magnet current of
the two raster was connected to the g2p data acquisition system. The BPM information is used to get the average beam
position, and the calibrated magnet current is used to determine the position event by event. Due to high target magnetic
field, a set of transport functions are generated to determine
the beam position and angle at the target.
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Figure 2: target insert for g2p experiment, with two solid ammonia chambers with 1 inch size

1.5

Coordinate system

There are four coordinate systems used for BPM calibration:
Hall A coordinate system, BPM rotated coordinate system,
BPM local coordinate system and engineer BPM local coordinate system.
The Hall A coordinate system used for the BPM calibration
is a left hand coordinate system. The origin is the center of the
ammonia target. This is upstream of the classic Hall A coordinate system by 87.693cm. The z-direction is in the direction of
beam, the y-direction is transverse to z and opposite the gravity
vector, and the x-direction is transverse to both y and z(Figure
3).
The origin of the BPM rotated coordinate system is at the
center of the four wires of the BPM(see Figure 4), The direction
of x,y,z is the same as the direction of the Hall A coordinate.
The engineer BPM local coordinate system was used for
marking the x and y cables and be used during online position
7

Figure 3: Hall A coordinate system for BPM calibration

(a) BPM design diagram,from JLab engineer(b) M15 chamber for the
group
antenna BPM used for
g2p experiment,contains 4
antennas: x+ , x− , y+ , y−

Figure 4: Beam position monitor used for g2p experiment
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monitoring. The x and y-directions labeled in the BPM receiver and the cables connected in the Hall use this coordinate
system. The origin is the same as the BPM rotated coordinate
system. The z-direction is opposite of hall coordinate system,
the x-direction is along the x− antenna to x+ antenna, and the
y-direction is along the y− antenna to y+ antenna. The relationship to the BPM rotated coordinate system is at about an
angle of 45◦ for z(depends on the BPM survey information, not
entirely equal to 45◦ , the rotation for BPM B has additional
12◦ ). For more convenient usage, the BPM local coordinate
system is redefined in the local analysis.
Since the z-direction of the engineer BPM local coordinate
system is opposite with the hall coordinate system and not convenient to use in data analysis, a new BPM local coordinate system is used. The origin of BPM local coordinate system is the
same as BPM rotated coordinate system.The z-direction definition is the same as the Hall A coordinate system, the x-direction
is along the y− antenna to y+ antenna, and the y-direction is
along the x− antenna to x+ antenna.

2
2.1

Beam position instrumentation and
calibration
Harp data analysis

JLab’s continuous electron beam accelerator facility(CEBAF)
can produce two types of beam: one is continuous wave beam(100%
duty factor) used for production running, which can generate a
high luminosity electron beam in excess of 1038 cm−2 s−1 [6]. The
other type is a pulsed wave beam with 1% duty factor used for
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Figure 5: harp design diagram, from JLab engineer group, the
left one is the first harp before the first chicane, the right one is
the second harp between two BPMs. the position relationship
between two harps and two BPMs can be seen in Figure 1
tuning beam. For the 50nA continuous wave(CW) beam used
for the g2p experiment, harp scans can hardly see the signals
due to bad signal. Higher current CW beam can not be used
due to the current limit of the target system. The harp used
previously in Hall A is not suitable for either low current CW
beam or high current pulsed beam, therefore the old harps were
replaced by a new design, with 50µm thick wires, which were
thicker than before. The new fork design, and new controller
chassis we designed to work in high current pulsed beam.
Two harps were installed for the g2p experiment. Because
of the space limit, only one harp(named 1H05A) was installed
between the 2 BPMs(Figure 1). The other one was installed
10

upstream the first chicane magnet(named 1H04). For the reason above, only the straight through setting with the chicane
magnet off can be used for calibrating the two BPMs. When
chicane magnet is on, the 1H05B harp is used with one BPM,
another BPM is used for checking to see if the BPM calibration
constant is still available. For convenience, the 1H05B harp was
installed rotated 45◦ with respect to the beam pipe.
The harp design diagram is shown in Figure 5. The beam
passes through the pipe in the center of the harp. Each harp
contains three wires arranged in a fork(lower left diagram in
Figure 5) which can be moved in and out of the beamline by
controlling with a motor driver [7]. The original position of the
wire was surveyed before the experiment at the level of 0.1mm.
The motor drivers moves the fork through the beam, the fork
receives a signal from each wire, which is recorded for further
analysis. An example of the signal produced by the wires is
seen in Figure 6. The signal received from the fork and the
motor driver step counter is then connected to the amplifier
and the harp data acquisition system. The speed of the motor
and the amplifier is adjustable for the purpose of optimizing the
signal from each scan. The data recorded from the harp scan is
combined with the survey data to calculate the absolute beam
position.
An example of a harp scan result is shown in Figure 6. There
are three groups of data recorded in the raw data for each harp
scan : index, position, signal. The index is the sampling index
for the harp, which is related to the number of steps the fork
moved during the scan. The position is the value of the wire
position for each index. In some cases, the motor speed is slow,
and the position was not recorded after the wire finished moving, due to a bug in the harp’s recording software. Since the
11

Figure 6: 1H05A harp scan peaks,left is relation between index
and position used for extending the position record; right is
the harp scan data for the relation between position and harp
signal,x axis is position and y axis is signal for each position
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motor speed is uniform, a linear fit between index and position
is used to determine the motor position in these cases, as seen
in figure 6. Assuming the relation between index and position is
pos = a ∗ index + b, the index can be used to get the position of
the moving wire. The histogram between position(a ∗ index + b)
and harp signal is shown in Figure 6 right. The peaks represent
the signal received when one of the three wires passes through
the beam. A peak searching program is later used to extract
the signal peak. Each step of index increases the position by
0.008~0.07mm depending on the speed of the motor driver.
Typically the harp consists of tree type of wires : vertical(|), bank left(\), and bank right(/). For example for the
1H04 harp and 1H05A harp for g2p use different combinations of
these wires(figure 5). From left to right , the type wire for 1H04
is /, \, |, and the type wire for 1H05A is /, |, \. The angle of
the / or \ wire is 45◦ with the wire dock. The | wire is used for
getting the x position of the beam, and the /, \ wires are used
for getting the y position of the beam. One can combine the
survey position of the / or \ wire with the corresponding wire
signal to extract the y-position of the beam. Alternatively, the
wire signals from both wires can be combined with the wire survey to determine y. The equation to get x and y beam position
can be written as follows:
posx = survey| − peak|
posy = peak/ − survey/
= survey\ − peak\
1
[(survey\ − survey/ ) − (peak\ − peak/ )]
=
2

(1)

The position calculated above is the position in the harp
13

Figure 7: Position for 2 BPMs and 2 Harps
local coordinate system. It is necessary to convert it to Hall
coordinate system first and transport the position to the two
BPMs. The equation to transport the position is shown as
follows:

XBP M = Xharp1 +

ZBP M − Zharp1
(Xharp2 − Xharp1 )
Zharp2 − Zharp1

(2)

Where Xharp2 is x or y for 1H05A harp, Xharp1 is x or y for
1H04 harp, XBP M is x or y for BPM, ZBP M ,Zharp1 ,Zharp2 is the
z position from survey in Hall coordinate system for BPM and
two harps. The linear transport method is used in equation (2),
and the position relation between the 2 BPMs and 2 Harps is
shown in Figure 7.
During g2p experiment the BPM B receiver was not very stable, the receiver was replaced by another one during 4/26 and
5/3. The alternate receiver used a different gain setting, so calibrations for BPM B is not available for these runs. To determine
the calibration for BPM B for these runs, the calibrated BPM
A information is combined with the 1H05A harp data using the
following equation:

XBP M B = XBP M A +

ZBP M B − ZBP M A
(Xharp2 − XBP M A ) (3)
Zharp2 − ZBP M A
14

Figure 8: BPM receiver used for g2p experiment
The pulsed beam mode was used during the harp scans, and
a data acquisition run was taken after a harp scan immediately
without changing the beam position, The harp scan was then
repeated to double check if the beam position had changed.
Further detail for using the harp scan data to calibrating the
BPM will be described below.

2.2

BPM data analysis

The beam position monitor used for the g2p experiment is an
antenna BPM as shown in Figure 4. It contains four antennas:
x+ ,x− ,y+ ,y− . Each antenna’s signal goes through the BPM receiver and connects to g2p DAQ system. John Musson, Trent
Allison, etc. from JLab’s engineer group designed a new BPM
receiver to achieve enough signal/noise ratio needed for the level
of precision of the position measurement. The design diagram is
shown in Figure 8. It contains both an analog part and a digital
part. The signal first passes through a low noise amplifier, then
pass through a multiply mixer to convert the high frequency RF
signal to lower frequency IF signal for further processing. After
a analog filter and an IF amplifier, the signal is converted to
15

Figure 9: Data acquisition system for Beam position monitor
digital by an ADC with harmonic sampling method, since the
digital filter can provide more powerful performance than the
analog filter. The signal is finally converted back to 0~10V analog signal after a CIC Filter, an IIR filter with bandwith~175Hz,
and a CORDIC system to get the value and phase of the signal.
A division system gets rid of last several bits signal. More details about this receiver can be found in John Musson’s paper
[5].
The output signal from the BPM receiver is then connected
to the DAQ system as shown in Figure 9 . For the considering
redundant data, the signal is connected to two sets of system.
One system is connected to an event triggered 13bit fastbus
ADC(Lecroy ADC 1881) with an integration time of 50ns. Before reaching the ADC, the signal passed through an antenuator
to match the acceptable range of the ADC. The second system
is connected to a 1KHz helicity triggered 18bit ADC with an
integration time of 875us. The ADC was designed by the JLab
electronics group[8] and was used previously for the HAPPEX
experiment. For the rest of this document, it will be referred
as the HAPPEX ADC. Both of them are saved to data stream.
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The signal recorded in ADC has the relation with the signal
received in antenna as below:
g

A ∝ φ ∗ 10 20

(4)

Where A is the signal recorded in ADC, φ is the raw signal
received in antenna, g is the total gain for the BPM receiver.
The equation above doesn’t include the noise from receiver and
surrounding environment.
The method to get position from the signal of four antennas
is discussed below. The traditional method for calculating the
beam position is the diff/sum method with following equation:
X=k

φ+ − φ−
= kxb
φ+ + φ−

(5)

where φx+ , φx− is the signal for antenna x+ and x− , it has
the relation with raw signal received in antenna as shown in
equation (4) when the noise is much smaller than signal ; xb is
the value calculated by the diff/sum of φx+ and φx− , and the k
is the amplitude factor.
The signal from each antenna caused by beam can be calculated by using the method of images [9]:
φ = φ0 I

R 2 − ρ2
R2 + ρ2 − 2Rρcos(θ − θ0 )

(6)

where φ is the signal received in antenna; R is the radius of
BPM vacuum chamber, here we use the value in design diagram
34.925. θ is the angle for 4 antennas with x in Hall A coordinate
system, which is π4 , 3π
, − 3π
, − π4 for the BPM, and ρ is the radial
4
4
position of beam, θ0 is the angle of beam with x in Hall A
coordinate(figure 10) , I is the beam current, φ0 is a constant
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(a) mirror method

(b) Signal on antenna

Figure 10: Signal for each antenna of BPM
related to the geometry of BPM chamber and output resistance.
From the equation (6) the diff/sum method can be rewritten
as follows:

xb =

φx+ − φx−
2 ρcos(θ − θ0 )
2
x
=
=
2
2
ρ
φx+ + φx−
R 1 + R2
R 1 + x2R+y
2

(7)

Where x,y in equation is the real beam position, ρ2 = x2 +y 2 .
Also for yb there will have similar equation:
yb =

y
2
2
R 1 + x2R+y
2

(8)

When x2 + y 2  R2 , equation (7) and (8) can be simplified
as:
R
R φx+ − φx−
xb =
2
2 φx+ + φx−
R
R φy+ − φy−
y =
yb =
2
2 φy+ + φy−

x =
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(9)

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 11: Simulated real position(a) compared with the
method diff/sum for equation (9)(b) and the method after nonlinearity correction using equation (10)(c)
When the beam is always near center and not have large
raster system, equation (9) can simply be used. For g2p experiment there is rastered beam with 2cm size, the equation (9) have
non linearity effect when the beam is far away from center.
Combining equation (7) and (8) the real beam position can
be written as below:
1
1
−q
x = Rxb ( 2
2
xb + y b
x2b + yb2

s

1
1
y = Ryb ( 2
−q
2
2
xb + y b
xb + yb2

s

x2b

1
− 1)
+ yb2

x2b

1
− 1)
+ yb2

(10)

To verify this equation, a simple simulation was taken. First,
a group of real position data with diamond shape is generated
and shown in figure 11(a) . Then the distance between beam
and antenna was chosen as a value of radius(R). Using equation (6) to get the signal for each antenna(φ0 and I set to 1),
19

then we use the equation (9) and equation (10) to calculate
the positions. Figure 11(b) and 11(c) are the simulation results
from the method use equation (9) and the method use equation
(10),respectively. The method use equation (10) can perfectly
get rid of the non-linearity affection caused from equation (9)
method.
The signal received in antennas are dealt with the BPM
receiver and connected to ADC. The final signal recorded in
data-stream may have a linear responding range with raw signal
in antenna. The φ in equation (7) is the function with the
ADC value A and the pedestal Aped when there is no beam:
φ = f (A − Aped ). The equation (7) is rewritten as below:
xb =

f (A+ − A+ped ) − f (A− − A−ped )
f (A+ − A+ped ) + f (A− − A−ped )

(11)

The BPM receiver is designed to have a linear response
range, that is in the linear response range the relation φ =
f (A − Aped ) can be written as:
φ = f (A − Aped ) = a(A − Aped + b)

(12)

The equation 11 can then rewrite as:

xb =

(A+ − A+ped + b+ ) − gx (A− − A−ped + b− )
(A+ − A+ped + b+ ) + gx (A− − A−ped + b− )

(13)

Where gx equal to aa−+ , which related to the ratio of the
signal for x+ and x− antenna and the gain settings of those two
channels, b is a calibration constant for each antenna.
The signal received in antenna φ+/− in equation (5) is prog
portional to beam current I in equation (6) and 10 20 in equation
20

Figure 12: BPM raw signal(8 antennas) V.S. current(x axis is
current,unit is µA, range is 0~0.1µA; y axis is raw BPM signal
recorded in ADC)
(4). A group of runs with same position but with different current is used to get the parameter b+ and b− . Figure 12 is raw
BPM signal recorded in ADC versus the current in the center
of the beam pipe. From the figure 12, it is true that the BPM
raw signal is linear with the beam current when the current is
above 40nA. The intercept from the linear fit of the figure 12 is
the value Aped − b .
The absolute position got from harp in equation (2) is then
used to calibrate the x and y calculated in equation (10) using
the equation below:
xBP M realBP M = c0 + c1 x + c2 y
yBP M realBP M = c00 + c01 x + c02 y

(14)

where xBP M realBP M ,yBP M realBP M are the absolute beam position got from the harp from equation (2) in BPM local coordinate system, transferred from xBP M realHall and yBP M realHall .
21

Figure 13: Harp scan data combined with DAQ data, the asterisk is the harp scan data, while the dot is the DAQ data.
c0 , c1 , c2 and c00 , c01 , c02 are the calibration constant. The value
of c1 is close to 1 and c2 is close to 0, the value of c0 can be
adjusted to 0 if carefully adjust the value gx . From equation
(14), at least three points are needed.
For the BPM calibration, the following steps is used:
1.Do the linear fit for a group of runs which have same position but different current. The calibration run should be taken
for several currents for each position, so just choice one to get
the parameter b for each raw signal and gx/y .
2.Calculate the x and y by using equation (10)
3.Combine with the harp data, doing the fit for the equation
(14)
An example of the BPM calibration picture is shown in figure 13 . The asterisk in picture is the absolute beam position
calculated from the harp scan data, and the dot at the center
of the asterisk is the DAQ data from ADC after calibration.
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Figure 14: Slow raster shape at BPM,different cycle and color
means the different raster size
There are 5 harp scan points in the picture. For each point one
harp scan run is used for calculating the absolute beam position. One DAQ run was done at the same beam position after
doing the harp scan. Combining a group of harp scan data with
a group of BPM data, the calibration constants are then be calculated. Figure 14 is the shape by slow raster at BPM position
after calibration by using BPM data recorded in ADC, which
shows the pretty circle beam shape. It is used for calibrating
the raster size and discussed below.
For reducing the noise and getting better resolution when
doing data analysis, a digital software filter is used. Figure
15(a) is an example run which including the signal from beam
and the pedestal when beam tripped. Figure 15(b) and figure
15(c) are the signal in time domain and frequency domain of it,
respectively. Since the 18bit ADC is triggered by helicity(figure
9), it can be treated as a sampling ADC since the helicity rate
is fixed and stable(960.015Hz). That means the signal below
23

480Hz can be perfectly reconstructed according to the NyquistShannon sampling theorem[10]. A digital filter can then be
added for reducing the noise. Scipy is a powerful open source
software for scientific calculation, the lfilter1 class for scipy is
used for building a low pass FIR filter here. In figure 15(d) we
can see a big improvement after adding a 2Hz low pass filter.
Since 2Hz is a very low frequency and can not even see the slow
raster shape in BPM, it is only used for getting the average
beam position at target. For the data analysis usage, three
frequency filters are used: 2Hz filter for average position, 150Hz
filter for getting slow raster size since the slow raster frequency
is 99.412Hz, and 0.2Hz filter for judging the beam movement.

2.3

Beam move judgment

The judgment for bean move is taken to split the run for several
relatively stable beam position region.
First we use root mean square(RMS) to judge if beam moved.
A RMS data leaf for every 1000 events(0~1000,1~1001,2~1002,...)
is calculated as shown in figure 16, when the beam suddenly
moved there is a peak in RMS histogram. Combined another
RMS data leaf for every 300 events, the baseline would be subtracted and only peak data left. The peak positions are used
for the first discontinuity point.
We use all of the beam trip point as the discontinuity points.
Also the events during trip and 2000 events after beam back is
abandoned.
For beam slowly move, that is when the beam position move
larger than 0.2mm(since BPM resolution is near 0.2mm, this
number is chosen), a discontinuity point is created.
1

http://docs.scipy.org/doc/scipy/reference/generated/scipy.signal.lfilter.html
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(a) Raw data without filter

(b) Raw data in time domain

(c) Raw data in frequency domain

(d) Filtered data with
2Hz filter

(e) Filtered data in time
domain

(f) Filtered data in frequency domain

Figure 15: 2Hz filter added for raw data,(a) is the 1D histogram without filter, (b) is the raw signal VS Entry(x axis,
1 entry=1/960.015s), the value below 4x104 is the raw data
when the beam tripped. (c) is the raw data in frequency domain(x axis is frequency, unit is Hz). The three pictures on
bottom is with 2Hz low pass filter added corresponding on the
three pictures on top.
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Figure 16: Using rms to check if beam move, x axis is entry, y
axis on top pad is x position, on buttom there is rms calculated
from above pad
Combined all of the discontinuity point, A run is split in
several regions where have stable position.

3

Beam position reconstruction at target

As shown in figure 1 , the existed 2.5/5 T transverse target
magnet field bend the beam down and two chicane magnets are
used to offset this effect. The methods for transporting position
without and with magnet field configuration should be different.
For the straight through setting, i.e., no target field and no
chicane magnet field, the linear transport method is used as
shown in figure 17(a). The formula to get the position for the
26

(a) Straight through setting

(b) With target field setting

Figure 17: Transporting beam position from BPM to target
straight through setting can be express as below:

Xtarget = XBP M A +

Ztarget − ZBP M A
(XBP M B −XBP M A ) (15)
ZBP M B − ZBP M A

Where Xtarget , XBP M A , XBP M B is the position x,y at target
and BPM A/B, Ztarget , ZBP M A , ZBP M B is the position z at target and BPM A/B.
For the settings with target field as shown in Figure 17b, a
group of position fittings for each settings with different target
field are done with known target magnet field map. To do this,
a group of positions from BPM to target are simulated by using
BdL as shown in Figure 18a, and a polynomial fitting is used
to get a transportation function. Figure 18a shows totally 10
thousand tracks simulated with magnet field map, each track
with different initial position and angle, each track has the position and angle at BPM A, BPM B and target. A polynomial
27

transportation function is fitted by using the data of tracks with
input of position at BPM A and BPM B and output of position
and beam angle at target . The comparison between the fitted
function and BdL is then done shown in Figure 18b), the deviation between them is less than 0.1% . Totally 24 different fits
for 6 settings with different target magnet fields and different
beam energies, and with 4 different target positions have been
done.
The transportation functions are only used for transporting
the average beam position(center position) from two BPMs to
the target , for the position event by event at target needs the
raster information ,and it will be discussed as below.

4

Raster calibration

Two rasters were used during experiment, fast raster and slow
raster.
The fast raster contains two dipole magnets which raster
the beam in x and y direction as shown in Figure 19a. The
function generator for these two magnets generated the same
triangle function which has frequency of ~17KHz, they rastered
the beam as a rectangle shape(Figure 19b) about 2mm at target
position. Since the fast raster frequency is much faster than
BPM filter setting(175Hz) and DAQ rate(~6KHz), the shape
can not be seen directly in the beam position monitor, this
increased the difficulty of calibrating the size.
The second raster system is slow raster from Hall C, also
with two dipole magnets. The slow raster is used to raster the
beam to 2cm circle range. To do this, a function generator2
2

agilent 33522A function generator, http://www.home.agilent.com/en/pd-
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(a) Beam motion simulation for BdL, x axis is z direction in Hall A coordinate system, y axis for each picture
is x,y,theta,phi in Hall A coordinate system for tracks
simulated from BdL
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(b) Deviation of the position at target calculated by
using the fitted function compared to the BdL result

Figure 18: Transportation function simulation from BPM to
target

(a) fast raster magnet

(b) beam shape
with fast raster

(c) fast raster function

Figure 19: Fast raster magnet,shape and triangle function

(a) slow raster magnet

(b) beam shape(c) slow raster AM funcwith slow raster tion

1

(d) slow raster function, t 2 sin(ωt)

Figure 20: Slow raster magnet,shape and amplitude modulation
function
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is used to generate the wave function for the slow raster. The
raster function has the shape below for both x and y:
1

x = (t + phasex ) 2 sin(ωx t + phasex )
1

y = (t + phasey ) 2 sin(ωy t + phasey )

(16)

Both x and y function for slow raster is a sine function mod1
ulated by a t 2 function in order to make a uniform circle shape
[11] as shown in Figure 20c(to cycle it, four piece-wise functions
1
are combined together, as the first part is t 2 , and the second
1
part is period
− t 2 , and so on for third and fourth part). Both
2
sine function and amplitude modulation(AM) function have a
phase, the sine phase can be locked by function generator between x and y but the AM phase can not be locked, this caused
a non-uniform phenomenon(Figure 21). To avoid it, a carefully
adjustment to minimize the x y AM phase difference is taken
before taking the production run.
In order to obtain the beam position event by event, the
raster information is used. The final position can be written as
below:
X = Xbpm + X(rasterf ast ) + X(rasterslow )

(17)

Where Xbpm is the center position calculated by BPM, X(rasterf ast )
and X(rasterslow ) are the position offsets caused by fast raster
and slow raster which calculated by using two rasters’ magnet
current value.To get X(rasterf ast ) and X(rasterslow ), A raster
size calibration was done.
For slow raster size calibration, two methods are used. The
first method is using the raster shape in calibrated BPM. To do
1871286-pn-33522A/function-arbitrary-waveform-generator-30-mhz
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(a) AM phase=0

(b) AM phase 6=0

(c)
simulated
raster
shape,with phase=25◦

Figure 21: Slow raster uniformity
this, several calibration runs were done for several run periods
in 100nA with several different raster size as Figure 22a. The
x axis in Figure 22b is the raster magnet current recorded in
ADC, and the y axis is the beam size calculated by a calibrated
BPM. To get the size at ADC for magnet current or the size
at BPM shape, an oval fit is used as be shown in 22c.The first
order(linear part) of the relationship between the magnet current and the position offset caused by raster is obtained by this
method.
The raster size calculated above is the raster size at BPM
position, and it is necessary to get the raster size at target
position. To do this, the transportation function generated in
section 3 is used. Combined with the raster size at BPM A and
BPM B, the size at target is then be calculated(Figure 25).
The second method to calibrate slow raster size is using carbon hole target cell. As shown in Figure 2, two small holes are
located between two ammonia target cells in target insert, one
hole is used for installing carbon slice, and another is used for in32

(a) slow raster run,with(b) slow raster size calibra-(c) oval fit for slow raster
several different size
tion
size

Figure 22: Slow raster size calibration

Figure 23: Raster size transport from two BPMs to target
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Figure 24: Carbon hole in raster shape
stalling CH2 for optics. During g2p experiment the carbon hole
kept empty at most of the time and didn’t install the carbon.
The density of events triggered from the target sticker around
the hole is much larger than in the hole since there only have
liquid helium. The raster magnet current is connected to DAQ
system and sampled by event trigger, as the reason before the
sampled current value inside the hole is less than in the target
sticker. The histogram for the raster current x vs y recorded in
ADC is then shown in Figure 24 . The size for carbon hole is
known as 10mm at the level of 0.2mm, the raster size can then
be calculated by the ratio of the them.
In order to improve the raster accuracy and get rid of the
uncertainty caused by ADC accuracy limit, a slow raster shape
reconstruction is used by using fast clock signal(recorded in the
scaler for each event, with frequency of ~103.7KHz). Since the
34

Figure 25: Slow raster phase reconstruction, the four pictures
are using one fit result in one run, but in different time period
of run. The asterisk is the real raster ADC data, and the red
line is the fit result.
slow raster function and the frequency setting is well known and
controlled in Hall A control room, only phase info is needed to
rebuild the shape.
Figure 25 is an example for the slow raster shape reconstruction. For g2p experiment, there are about 7 million events in a
production run with 20 minute duration. Unfortunately the fast
clock signal is shift during experiment in 40Hz level(Figure 26)
, and the shape have 1.1 millisecond(1.1 cycle of sine function)
deviation even if it have 1Hz shift during run. To avoid this
shift, a fit is taken every 2000 events(1/3 second). The fit is
also be used to calculate the fast raster frequency, the result is
matched with the helicity calculated one.
The fast raster size calibration is similar with slow raster,
but more difficult because of much faster frequency and need
to use a higher frequency low pass filter setting for BPM in
order to see the fast raster shape at BPM. A higher frequency
filter means a larger current beam is needed to get a clear pic-
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Figure 26: fast clock frequency change during experiment, x axis
is run number, y axis is frequency(KHz) calculated by helicity
signal
ture. Due to the fragile target(High current beam also increase
quench risk), the current of beam is limited. During experiment
the beam current chosen for calibrating faster raster is larger
than 300nA, the filter setted is larger than 7KHz. The beam
shape rastered by fast raster is shown in figure 27.

5
5.1

Uncertainty
Auto-gain and Fixed gain mode

Since g2p experiment ran in 50nA, the uncertainty of it should be
carefully calculated. At the beginning of g2p experiment during
3/1 and 3/29, the BPM setting use the auto-gain mode which
was used for several experiments before the g2p experiment. As
shown in Figure 8 and described in section 2.2, the BPM receiver
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Figure 27: Beam shape rastered by fast raster at BPM, the unit
is millimeter
have 4 channels, each antenna connected its own channel and
the gain of each one can be adjusted independently. Combine
the equation (4) and equation (6), equation (5) can be rewritten
as :

X=k

g+

g−

g+
20

g−
20

I ∗ φ’+ ∗ 10 20 − I ∗ φ0− ∗ 10 20
I ∗ φ’+ ∗ 10

+ I ∗ φ0− ∗ 10

=k

φ0+ ∗ 10

g+ −g−
20

− φ0−

+ φ0−
(18)
Auto-gain mode means the gain setting automatically changes
with the current, but fix the g+ − g− value. Because the difference between g+ and g− is fixed, the result X in equation (18)
will not be changed when gain and current is changing. The
advantage of auto-gain mode is the BPM receiver can work in a
large current range and don’t need to change the gain by hand.
But during the first range runs for g2p experiment we found
that the auto-gain mode can not work well since the current
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φ0+ ∗ 10

g+ −g−
20

g2p used was only around 50nA, the signal/noise ratio became
low enough that auto-gain mode didn’t work any more. After
3/29, we changed to dual gain mode, that is use one fixed gain
setting below 500nA for CW beam mode and use another fixed
gain setting above 500nA for tuning beam.

5.2

Pedestal

From equation (12) it is necessary to get the pedestal value
Aped . For auto-gain mode since the gain is always changing, the
pedestal value is always changing too. For auto-gain mode the
A+ −A−
value xb in equation (11) is calculated directly using A
, the
+ +A−
uncertainty of it is calculated by using another method and will
discuss in next section. Here we just discuss about the fixed
gain setting.
During 3/29 and 5/18 we have 6 different gain settings.
Figure 28 is the pedestal change for each settings during experiment. The data came from two part, one is from the real
pedestal run that the beam kept off, another from the beam
trip events in production runs. The reason to use beam trip
events as pedestal value is that the number of the run with
beam trip is much more than the pure pedestal run so that we
can get more closed value. The data shows there is few different between pure pedestal run and beam trip pedestal, and
the pedestal is changing during time. The pedestal values in
Figure 28 are saved to the database and set the id to the run
number where the value came from. The pedestal value for
each run choice the one closest for that run and have the same
gain setting. The uncertainty of pedestal calculated from two
part: One is the root-mean-square for 2Hz filtered histogram
for each pedestal run; The second part come from the pedestal
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Figure 28: Pedestal change during experiment for left arm
database that split several relatively stable range in Figure 28,
and calculate root mean square for all of the pedestal values in
that range. The final pedestal uncertainty use the larger one
for those two parts.

5.3

Pedestal uncertainty for auto gain mode

As mentioned above, the gain setting was always changing when
in auto gain mode. Unfortunately the gain setting was only
recorded at the beginning of run and not recorded in epics
file for each change. For the reason above it is impossible
to get pedestal uncertainty directly. Since the gain was not
fixed, how large the calculated position changed when the gain
changed(Pedestal changed) is the most important one we should
consider and it is the meaning of pedestal uncertainty. Luckily
we don’t have many runs in auto gain mode, most of them are
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optics runs, just a few of them are production runs. All of the
optics runs ran in 80~100nA in auto gain period and that have
less pedestal disturbance than in 50nA.
The main idea to estimate the pedestal uncertainty in auto
gain mode is , choose some relatively stable position ranges(no
manual change, beam is stable), check the position deviation
between each range. Since there is no way to know how large
the gain waggled during a run and between runs, and how large
calculated position change when the gain waggle, even in the
same gain setting the pedestal is still not stable(see 5.2). For
the reason above the maximum position deviation is used for
position uncertainty caused by pedestal.

5.4

Uncertainty for center beam position

As discussed before the BPM can not get the position for each
event, we only use BPM to get the center beam position at
target. The main uncertainty for the center position came from
the BPM itself, it includes several parts:
• The first part came from calibration constant uncertainty
which from the calibration runs and the harp data uncertainty corresponded to each calibrations. The harp and
BPM’s survey uncertainty and calibration run’s BPM resolution with 2Hz filter are the main uncertainty for the
calibration constant.
• The pedestal uncertainty discussed before is another uncertainty source for beam position, and it is the maximum
head for the beam position uncertainty.
• The BPM survey uncertainty for the period that the run
belong is needed to consider again because most of runs
40

ran in the different beam energy setting with the calibration run.
• The uncertainty for target field is around 1%, it also affects the positions too but not too much, the main effect
for the target field is θ(dy/dz), caused about 0.5~0.9mrad
uncertainty.
Because of the space limit before target, the two BPMs get very
close. One is 95.5cm upstream the target ,another is 69cm upstream the target, the distance of them is only 26.5cm. This enlarge the uncertainty from the BPMs to target about 5 times(for
straight through setting, if BPM A uncertainty is 0.2mm, and
BPM is 0.27mm, the uncertainty at target will be 1.1mm for
position and 1.3mrad for angle). The best situation for center position at target is around 1mm and 1mrad. More detail
position and uncertainty can be found in g2p sql database.

6

Summary

For g2p experiment in Hall A, because of the limitation of the polarized N H3 target, the beamline equipment such as slow raster,
chicane dipole magnet, BPMs, harps were installed or upgraded
for suiting the experiment requirement. The new method to
avoid the non-linear effect and reduce the noise is successfully
used for getting beam positions at BPM. The transportation
functions are generated for transporting the beam position from
BPM to target with strong target magnet field.The beam size
and shape at the target have been gotten after doing a series
of simulations and data analysis. Combined with the BPM information, the raster magnet currents are calibrated with the
41

rastered beam size for reconstructing the beam position of interaction points on target in x-y plane event by event.
The result of this work is used for further data analysis of
p
g2 experiment while it is getting the position where the electron
beam collide with the proton in N H3 target which is important
for getting the polarized electron-proton cross section.
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